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Gwangju Institute of Science and Technology

Overview

The Gwangju Institute of Science and Technology (GIST) is a government-sponsored research institute with 
graduate and undergraduate degree programs.

Founded in 1993, GIST has pioneered innovative research and educational initiatives, such as creating Korea's 
first liberal arts-based collegiate science curriculum with extensive educational exchange programs with dis-
tinguished universities around the world.

GIST has grown over the past two and a half decades to include an ever diverse group of talented students 
and prominent professors from around the world who work tirelessly together to achieve greater scientific 
and technological successes with the goal of becoming a top-tier global university by 2035.

GIST
by the numbers

Alumni 5,903
Student Faculty Ratio

 11.8 : 1

Patent Registration
per Faculty (2018)

1.02

Faculty 190
Researcher 29

Undergraduates 942
Graduate students 1,300

Est. 1993
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Creative minds and innovative research that will shape the future

Vision

Other Major Features

• Technology transfer assisted companies: 204
• Technology transfer revenue: 38.8 billion won

Technical Commercialization

• No.11 in Korea and No.33 in Asia for The World’s
  Most Innovative University by Thomson Reuters 2019

No.33 Thomson Reuters

• Average of 5.75 SCI papers published per Ph.D.
  candidates

Average of 5.75 SCI Papers

• No. 4 in Korea and No. 46 in the world by
   THE* Young University Rankings
   * THE: Times Higher Education

No.46 for
THE Young University Rankings

We Are GIST

• To improve people’s quality of life by con-
ducting research on issues affecting humanity

• To promote economic growth by expanding 
technology start-up opportunities

• To disseminate the benefits of science and
technology to improve the welfare of society

• To be a campus where everyone can thrive
through open-communication and self-de-
termination

• To educate scientists with a strong liberal arts
foundation and advanced technical expertise

· To produce Global Leaders who will improve
the world during the 4th Industrial Revolution

GIST’s People-Centric 
Research and

Development (R&D)

GIST’s Role and 
Responsibilities (R&R) as 

a Model University in Korea

GIST’s Global 
Leadership for Science and 
Technology Development
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Gwangju Institute of Science and Technology

Features and Benefits

• Small class sizes
• Low student-to-faculty ratio
• Exemption from tuition fees
• On-campus dormitory housing
• Research partnerships with graduate laboratories
• Study Abroad Programs with Caltech and UC Berkeley
• 1:1 Mentoring system
• Inquiry-based learning

In-depth Education for Undergraduates

Acquiring a solid foundation for scientific study with a broad liberal arts education

Freshmen

Declaring a major for a concentrated course of study enhanced with research experience

Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors

Physics Chemistry Life Sciences Electrical 
Engineering

and Computer 
Science

Mechanical
Engineering

Materials 
Science and 
Engineering

Earth 
Science and

Environmental 
Engineering

“3C&1P”
Broad Education for

Undergraduates
Division of Liberal 
Arts and Sciences

GIST
College
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GIST

Physics
Concentration

Using advanced research 
facilities such as ultra-high 
power laser and synchrotron 
light source to cultivate the 
world's best research personnel 
in advanced applied physics 
and optical science

Chemistry
Concentration

Developing new models of 
chemistry that extends beyond 
the boundaries of classical 
chemistry, focusing on three 
areas of research: biochemistry, 
physical chemistry and 
synthetic chemistry

Life Science
Concentration

Identifying various diseases, 
developing next-generation 
pharmaceuticals, designing and 
producing useful biomaterials, 
developing novel technologies 
for the sustainable conservation 
of biological and environmental 
resources

Materials Science 
and Engineering 

Concentration

Cultivating creative 
convergence talents in new 
materials fields that will 
create new industries and 
internationally competitive 
technologies including 
nanoscience and technology

Earth Science and 
Environmental 

Engineering Concentration

Training environmental experts and 
developing advanced environmen-
tal technologies based on predic-
tion, diagnosis and environmental 
restoration of environmental pol-
lution, as well as the development 
of environmentally friendly energy 
technologies.

Electrical Engineering 
and Computer Science 

Concentration

Developing innovative 
technologies that will lead 
ICT-focused convergence in 
preparation for a future society  
while fostering creative global 
talents

Mechanical Engineering 
Concentration

Focusing on research to improve  
the quality of human life through 
technological innovations by the 
convergence of automobiles, 
aerospace, shipbuilding, machine 
tools, robots, etc.

Concentra-
tions
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Gwangju Institute of Science and Technology

Advanced Degree Programs

• M.S., Ph.D., and M.S.- Ph.D. Integrated Programs

Schools and Departments

• School of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

• School of Materials Science and Engineering

• School of Mechanical Engineering

• School of Earth Sciences and Environmental Engineering

• School of Life Sciences

• School of Physics and Chemistry
- Department of Physics and Photon Science
- Department of Chemistry

• Institute of Integrated Technology
- Department of Biomedical Science and Engineering
- School of Integrated Technology

Features and Benefits

• All science classes are taught in English
• Low student-to-faculty ratio
• Exemption from tuition fees
• Monthly stipends and research assistantships
• Health insurance (60% coverage) and a one-time flight
  reimbursement (one way) for international students

Pioneers of 
Advanced 
Science and 
Technology

Long/Short term
overseas research
programs

Dissertation
certification
system

Dual-degree
program

GIST
Graduate
School
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Gwangju Institute of Science and Technology

World-class research is the focus of GIST. With our outstanding faculty, 
state-of-the-art facilities, and abundant opportunities for collabora-
tion, GIST provides one of the best research environments available 
anywhere in the world today.

In the 2019 QS World University Rankings, GIST was ranked No.5 for 
citations per faculty, which is widely considered an objective measure 
of research quality and productivity. After being ranked 15th in 2008, 
GIST has continually maintained high rankings. GIST was recognized 
for its world class research ability after being ranked in the top 10: 6th 

in 2013, 4th  in 2014, and 2nd in 2015, 2016 and 3rd in 2017, 2018.

2019

01 King Abdullah University of Science & Technology

02 Indian Institute of Science

03 Princeton University

04 California Institute of Technology (Caltech)

05 Gwangju Institute of Science and Technology (GIST)

Research
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GIST Research Institute (GRI)

GIST has evolved its research system to actively respond to changing trends and to create a research and devel-
opment environment suitable for the 4th Industrial Revolution. Diverse research institutes and applied science 
and technology research groups are all under the auspices of GRI so that research planning bodies, R&D facili-
ties, and technology commercialization and start-up organizations can cooperate organically with each other.

GIST Technology Institute

GIST Technology Institute (GTI) was established in 2005 as a hub to link the advanced research capabilities of 
GIST with various industries and to support the commercialization of new and innovative technologies. To 
achieve this goal, GTI has become a leader in analyzing the technological needs of industrial clients and in de-
veloping commercialization strategies for promising new technologies in domestic and foreign markets.

NO.1
in Korea

Start-up
Resources

Technology
Transfer Profits

Entrepreneurial
Support

Extensive Support
for Start-ups
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Gwangju Institute of Science and Technology

Admissions Quota

The quota for international admissions is approximately 5 for 
the 2020 academic year

Eligibility

Applicants who have completed elementary, middle, and high school 
or have attained equivalent level of education should fulfill one of the 
following prior to the beginning of the semester for admissions.

❶ Foreign citizens whose parents are not Korean citizens
❷ Foreign citizens who have completed elementary, middle, and high  
      school outside of Korea and never enrolled in any school(s) in Korea.

※ Applicants who hold Korean Citizenship(dual citizenship) are not eligible to apply.
※ Applicants who have enrolled in international school located in Korea are not eligible 

to apply.

Admission Schedule

Overview of 
Admissions
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Categories Schedule Remarks

Online Application Late January ~ Mid March https://www.gist.ac.kr/iadm/

Submission of Documents Late January ~ Mid March

Evaluation & Interview Mid May Telephone interview(Optional)

Admission Announcement Early June

Enrollment Mid June

Expected Admission Date
(Academic year begins) Fall (September)

※ Details will be announced later on the website.
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Required Documents

01 Online Application

Online
Mandatory

02 One Recommendation Letter
03 High School Profile
04 High School / University Transcript
05 Official Degree Certificate of High School
06 Official English Proficiency Test Score Report  ex) TOEFL(Code: 0144), IELTS, TEPS, TOEIC

07 Standardized Official Test Score Report  ex) SAT 1, SAT 2(Code: 7655), AP, IB diploma, GCE A-level, 
ACT, International Olympiad, High school graduation or University Admission Test Score Report

08 Passport Copy of applicant and both parent
09 Official Document of Parent-child relationship
10 Statement of Financial Resources
11 Honors and Awards Optional
※ All documents must be submitted electronically via online application with both original copy and notarized version in English.
      - We may contact applicants individually for additional documents, if necessary.
      - If any of the submitted materials contain false information, admission can be rescinded. 
※ Applicants who are native English speaker (U.S.A., Canada, U.K., Ireland, Australia, New Zealand, etc) do not need to submit 
    Official English Proficiency Test Score Report.

Financial Support
Categories Remarks

From GIST

Tuition Assistance · Matriculation Fee is waver
· Tuition is supported by full scholarship

Monthly Allowance
· 530,000 KRW won per month
  (Meal allowance 270,000 / Student allowance 130,000 /    
  International Student allowance 130,000)

Applicant
Housing · On-campus dormitory: double occupancy

Flight Reimbursement · One-way flight ticket to Korea
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GISTGIST

Address Office 323, College Building A,123 Cheomdangwagi-ro, Buk-gu, Gwangju, 61005, Korea
Tel +82-62-715-2958      Fax +82-62-715-2959      E-mail uadmission@gist.ac.kr    
Issued Date January 2020    Publisher GIST Section of Undergraduate Admission

COPYRIGHT 2020 Gwangju Institute of Science and Technology · All Right Reserved

Directions
Gimpo Airport ⇢ Gwangju Airport 1 hour
By Bus : Seoul ⇢ Gwangju 3 and a half hour
By Car : Seoul ⇢ Gwangju 3 hour


